1996 ford taurus

This car is extremely reliable, although at times the transmission slams when going from park
to reverse because of its high idle function. Starts right up and has a really great hum to it. I get
better gas mileage than its rated for, about 22mpg combined compared to the 18 or so its rated
for, but I drive gently. UPDATE: Unfortunately, with only a little over 70k miles on it, the Engine
started to make a weird knocking or tapping noise sporadically when the engine was under load
and at lower RPMs although it still ran fine. I could definitely tell something was starting to go
wrong, not to mention a bunch of check engine codes. I took it to a bunch of engine mechanics
and they all said by the time they could tell me what was wrong, I might as well just get another
engine and with the age of the car there was no way I was doing that. Put it on Craigslist and
somebody purchased it locally -- they were willing to take their chances on the repair costs
given a very reasonable price. All in all, happy with this car but wish I would have gotten a few
more years out of it. We bought the car used, with , miles on it. I figure any car over , miles is
going to need repairs eventually. A new transmission was the first major repair. Then we found
a oil seal leak was fouling the alternator. Then a couple of tranny line leaks, that I fixed. Front
struts and rear springs. Then I replaces all the plastic tabs that hold the interior door panels on.
Then I cleaned the air intake with brake cleaner. That was over 50, miles ago. Since then, no
problems. Bought this car as a replacement to my 98 Suzuki. Needed a new battery, catalytic
converter, ball joints, and AC system. Through all this I got the car and loved every second of it.
Only thing I ended up fixing was the battery, all others were too expensive a repair. In the time I
had it the left front turn signal burned out probably twenty or thirty times. But this car drove like
a dream. I drive 50 miles a day and only had to fill up once every week and a half. Sadly I hit a
deer after 6 months of having it. But now I'm looking for another. I know all Fords are not
created equally but my SHO had miles on it when I bought it from the dealer and it currently has
74, on it. My only real problem was the cam shaft but nothing else other than normal
maintenance. It is one of the best all round cars I've ever owned. Excellent comfort, outstanding
performance, superb handling NO oversteer! No tranny problems for me. I just LOVE this car! It
is fun to drive and is a big transition from the standard 4 cylinder sedan. It also handles the road
very well. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Taurus. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Tauruses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Taurus. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work. Come check it
out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle identified is
inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested.
SHO trim. Moonroof, 3. This is true regardless of whether you're here to test drive a new
Chrysler or used car, get an estimate on your car, secure auto financing, or figure out exactly
what auto part you need. We have used cars from some of today's top manufacturers and all of
our used cars go through a vigorous inspection before hitting the lot. Come take a test drive
today! Price does not include a charge for 0. Come see this Ford Taurus GL. It has an Automatic
transmission and a Gas V6 3. Visit us at: E. Come see this Ford Taurus SE. Call our sales team
today at to schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look
forward to working with you! It comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. The exterior is a sharp toreador
red cl. You can trust this sedan because it has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Don't wait
until it is too late! Call today to schedule an appointment. We have been voted Mankato's 1
place to purchase a New or Used Car since We are the most positive reviewed dealer in the
area. Our mission statement is simple: To be so effective we are able to be helpful to others.
Call or stop by today and see the difference. Just Ask Around. Come see this Ford Taurus SE
before it's too late! Thank you for choosing to visit SidDillon. We go the extra mile when you
bring your vehicle in for service by providing free wash and vacuum. Contact our Internet
Specialist at for more information. At Sid Dillon Lincoln you are what drives us. Look at this
Ford Taurus SE. Odometer is miles below market average! This vehicle has not been serviced
thru our shop and is being sold As-Is due to age, mileage or condition. For additional details,
please contact our sales department at We use Live Market Pricing to scan over 40, websites to
assure you the best value for your money. Come see why our customers agree, you can "Count
on Kelly. Visit us a Se Habla Espanol! Need Financing? Come see what the Finance Specialists
can do for you. All Apps Accepted. This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every
effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the
options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources.
Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Cylinders 6

cylinders 1, 4 cylinders 22 8 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Check Availability.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car is extremely reliable,
although at times the transmission slams when going from park to reverse because of its high
idle function. Starts right up and has a really great hum to it. I get better gas mileage than its
rated for, about 22mpg combined compared to the 18 or so its rated for, but I drive gently.
UPDATE: Unfortunately, with only a little over 70k miles on it, the Engine started to make a
weird knocking or tapping noise sporadically when the engine was under load and at lower
RPMs although it still ran fine. I could definitely tell something was starting to go wrong, not to
mention a bunch of check engine codes. I took it to a bunch of engine mechanics and they all
said by the time they could tell me what was wrong, I might as well just get another engine and
with the age of the car there was no way I was doing that. Put it on Craigslist and somebody
purchased it locally -- they were willing to take their chances on the repair costs given a very
reasonable price. All in all, happy with this car but wish I would have gotten a few more years
out of it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I was flicking through
Instagram the other night when I saw it: A video of a car dragging its back bumper down the
freeway. Scratch thatâ€”not just the bumper, but the whole wrap-around rear plastic fascia, bent
90 degrees and flapping in futile fashion as it scuffled the road surface. This sort of thing
happens, particularly in the Midwest. What kind of car was it? I recognized the basking-shark
silhouette immediately. Drooping nose and tail, oval rear window. A quick check of the taillight
colors confirmed it was a Ford Taurus. The saddest car ever made. The first-generation Taurus
had shocked the world, adopting the sleek profile and deliberate aerodynamic detailing of the
Audi or Audi , for Americans for mass-market consumption. At the time, Ford still considered
retail passenger-car sales to be a top priority; although the Explorer was already setting sales
records, the conventional wisdom of the time was that SUVs would always be a niche item for
the major automakers. The decision was made to shoot for the stars again, the way the original
Taurus team had. This time, the target would be the drooping-tail luxury sedans from Jaguar
and Infiniti. The model was intended to be as shocking as the '86 had been. The Taurus had
mostly sold on price, but the Taurus would sell on style. It arrived to massive fanfare; I was
selling Fords for a living at the time and I can vividly remember the first one to come off the
truck. The next one sold before it made it through prep. A month later, we realized we had a
problem. As did Ford. They did notice trunk space was way down. Meanwhile, weight was up.
The valve Vulcan V6 that motivated the old Taurus in satisfactory fashion struggled to get this
one moving. The styling came in for near-universal criticism, with one particularly prescient
reviewer suggesting that the massive front and rear plastic fasciae would look tired in short
order. The platform twin Mercury Sable was the target of slightly less vitriolâ€”it had a square
rear window, simpler rear lamps, and no quarter window behind the rear doors. It was
considerably cheaper to make. When Ford sold the Taurus in Australia, the automaker put the
Ford face on the Sable body to save a few bucks and keep the conservative Aussie buyer base

from open revolt. Then they tried putting the Sable nose on the Taurus body. Neither
combination was particularly well received. Faced with a disaster of nontrivial proportions, Ford
swung into action quickly. The equipment mix was reshuffled. The fishmouthed grille was
expanded and chromed. Fifty-one percent of Taurus sales went to the fleets, setting a precedent
that still haunts the nameplate 22 model years later. Ford would never again seriously compete
for retail sedan-sales leadership. With that said, however, there were some enthusiastic retail
buyers. I was one of them. In February of I ordered a Taurus GL in the newly-available
mica-flake black paint with grey interior. My reasoning was simple: It was quiet, luxurious, and
remarkably cheap to lease if you happened to work at a dealership. I put a roof rack and a trunk
rack on it, allowing me to take three friends and our bikes to BMX races or skate parks. Thus
encumbered, it was a strange and unpleasant-looking contraption, whistling with wind noise,
sagging on the springs, and remarkably sluggish at freeway speeds. But it was comfy and there
was plenty of room at all four corners of the cabin. I did not miss that Taurus when it was gone.
By then I was out of the car business for good and driving a new Land Rover Discovery that was
much better-suited for my usual purposes. Still, I watched with some interest as the million or
so oval-window Tauruses on the road started to show signs of wear and tear. As predicted, the
front and rear fascias faded and scuffed long before the steel bodies. The flip-fold consoles
broke. The taillights became milky and the headlights dimmed. Many of the Duratec-powered
cars went to junkyards early; the quad-cams were tough to service and some of the accessories
were prone to failure. The unbreakable Vulcans soldiered on, albeit slowly. The front and rear
fascia were sun-bleached and the quarter-panels were rusty. Not all of the stereo speakers
worked. I was always surprised when it managed to cough into life on its recalcitrant AutoZone
starter. So was she. Once, returning to her place long past midnight after an evening on a
Florida beach, I misjudged parking clearance and drove my Boxster Anniversary Edition right
into the side of her Taurus. It barely scratched the clear bra on the Porsche but crumpled her
left rear door. I believe her Taurus is still out there, plying the highways and byways of
Nashville. After 20 years, you still see a remarkable number of the valve cars on the road. Ford
was concerned about quality at the time. The company put a lot of effort into the Taurus. The
Accords and Camrys rusted away here in the Midwest, the Luminas all gave up the ghost years
ago. Keep doing that and it will eventually come to mean something, if only in retrospect. It was
covered in dents and sagging at the left rear corner, but it was gamely doing its best. They are
the saddest cars ever. All I had was this: A story about people who tried to build a good car, a
story about a young man who had driven one of those cars ar
2003 kia sorento repair manual free download
lexus product handbook
jeep tj cb mounting locations
ound the country with his bicycles and friends, a story about a beautiful woman who trundled a
smoky old example around her small town with two dented doors and a dreamcatcher hopefully
hung from the mirror. None of it was important anymore. And in that moment I felt some kinship
with the Taurus. We were both born ugly and we both suffered from a lack of customer
enthusiasm, so to speak. We both survived through sheer cockroach persistence. You can find
both of us still on the road, still plugging along. Maybe for a long time to come. Not pretty, but
present nonetheless. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. The Mercury Sable Ford. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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